Elizabeth 1828 Newsletter

Hello everyone,
I am sure most of you are anxious to know how the book launch went. To say that it was a fantastic
day would be an understatement.
Elizabeth Kearns, the manager of the Cork City Gaol, went to extraordinary lengths to ensure the
day was a wonderful success.
The Australian contingent consisted of my husband John, Rod and Jane Watson, Colin and Lou
Gray from New Zealand, as well as Christina Henri and her team. Rod is a distant cousin from
another family line who is living in Dublin; Colin Gray is the great grandson of Mary Connor, who
married George Gray. (That is correct, great grandson). Also present was Patrick (Paddy) Jones
from Enniskillen. Paddy is the descendant of one of the children that Ann McAsperit was forced to
leave behind in Ireland. Also for support were our good Irish friends Gerry Towey, Patrick and
Margaret Nash.
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The proceedings commenced at 4.30pm, when Elizabeth introduced the official guests. The
Australian Ambassador spoke about the Gaol being a very appropriate place for such an occasion,
how research such as this was helping to forge a greater link between the two countries. He found
the stories absolutely fascinating. Then the Lord Mayor was introduced and he also said that the
stories were astonishing and how research such as this was helping to break down the stigma
attached to this part of Irish history. He said Irish citizens were willing to acknowledge many
prominent events in their history, such as the 1798 Uprising, the Potato Famines, the Easter Rising,
but until recently were reluctant to acknowledge their convict history. He said as people learn more
about that period of time and understand the circumstances, the easy it will be to accept that they
may have ancestors that were transported convicts. He then declared the book launched and I spoke
for a few minutes.
After my speech, Elizabeth introduced Christina Henri. She explained the ‘Roses from the Heart’
campaign in great depth and the reason for her beginning such a project. Her hope is to have a
bonnet for every female convict that was transported to the colonies. She explained that bonnets are
being made by women from all over the world and how it had touched the hearts of so many
people, even those without convict ancestry.
When Christina finished her presentation, the names of all the women from the Elizabeth were
called out and a bonnet for each of them was placed in a travelling trunk. At the conclusion of the
procession the Church of England Bishop William Colton and the Roman Catholic Monsignor
Kevin O’Callaghan blessed the bonnets. Both men spoke of the tragedy of the times and the anguish
of the women being forced to leave children, parents, husbands and siblings. Then the rendition of
‘Sky and Sea’ a song specially written for the day by Dave McGilton and sung by Fiona Rea and
Latiesha Boucher bought tears to the eyes of those present. (It is recorded on Roses from the Heart
CD, details at www.christinahenri.com.au). A number of the other songs were also performed,
including Fields of Athenry, Christina Take Me Home.

Colin Gray placing Mary Connors’ bonnet in the travelling trunk.

The festivities didn’t end there. A number of us had dinner at a local restaurant the guest of
Diarmuid, and a wonderful time was had by all.
When the seeds of this project were sown back in 2001, I had no idea that it would lead to such a
wonderful day. That day in March 2001, I spoke to Mary Kenneally, who was the manager of the
Gaol. I asked her about the riot that occurred at the Female Convict Depot in August 1827. Mary
was unaware of any riot and was not certain of location of the Female Convict Depot. Mary
suggested that I research some of the women and the Gaol would have a display about the first
renovators of the Gaol. Unfortunately Mary died not long after that and her sister Elizabeth Kearns
took over. Elizabeth’s enthusiasm for the project never waived either.
Indeed it was a fitting place to remember our ladies and if not for the foresight and dogged
termination of Diarmuid and Mary Kenneally it may never have been.
Cork City Gaol was opened as a prison in 1824 and served as such until its closure in 1923. It
passed through many roles as a prison. After 1923 it remained empty until 1927, when Cork
Broadcast Station opened. In 1934 all the gaol fittings were disposed of at an auction. The Cork
Broadcast Station continued to operate there until 1958 until they moved to newer premises down
on the Quays. After that the Post Office used the site as a training and storage facility until 1980s.
From then until early 1992 when restoration work began, the premises stood empty and was the
victim of the ravages of vandals and weather. When Diarmuid obtained a 300-year lease on the
premises, the state of repair was dismal even though the walls were still standing and as strong as
the day they were built. There was no roof on any section of the building, vegetation covered all the
walls, vermin had made their homes inside the building and there was tons of rubble to be removed.
The restoration required a new roof, all the walkways and internal stairs cases had to be installed.
With restoration of such a structure there were many problems to be faced and overcome however
on the 2nd June 1993 the first stage was opened to the public.
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Blessing of the bonnets by the Roman Catholic Monsignor Kevin O’Callaghan and
the Church of Ireland Bishop William Colton

On the Sunday 29th August, there was a further blessing of the Bonnets at the Cobh Heritage Centre.
It was very poignant standing in the area where the women would have been put into rowboats and
taken out to the ship Elizabeth.

Suzanne Voytas and Colin Gray placing their ancestors’ bonnets in the travelling trunk at
Cobh.

The ship Independence of the Sea at Cobh on the Sunday afternoon, the largest cruise ship
to dock there. What a contrast to the Elizabeth.

The book is available for sale now.
My address is 37 Park Road, Springwood 2777
The cost is $35-00 per book, postage and handling $10-00 within Australia.
However, up to four books can be posted for the price of $11-00 in a 3kg Express Envelope, within
Australia.
Also payments can be made to my bank account
BankWest
Account name: J & S Voytas
BSB No. 302 966
Account no: 0005745
Please email your details and address after transferring the money.
Details can be found on the website - www.elizabeth1828.com

